ANTI-VIBRATION PADS & MOUNTS

Megi® Rubber Mounts

Phoenix offers a complete range of rubber to metal spring elements for industry and trade. There are mountings for active and passive interference suppression providing protection against structure-borne noise and vibrations.

Megi® Machine Mountings are used for flexible bearing arrangements of a wide range of motors, and machinery and come in a variety of types with different spring ratings. Also available are breakage safeguarded machine mountings with a warranted breakage safety for tensile forces up to 3g.

Other products in the Megi® Spring Element range include Megi® buffers, Megi® cones, Megi® Bars and Megi® Bushes and Bearings and Megiflex® Disks.

No matter what your noise, vibration or support problems, there is a Megi® spring element to meet your needs.

Anti-Vibration Pads

An inexpensive material for effective control of machinery vibration, shock and acoustic noise. 450mm x 450mm x 8mm thick. Supplied in boxes of 20 pads. Also supplied in 20 mtr rolls or 1 mtr lengths. An ideal product for use when a long line of vibration resistance is needed.